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Extension Circular 224 
Some Common Iowa Fishes 
B y W . W . A itken , S tate B io logis t , 
Iowa Conservation Commis s ion 
GLANCE into the economic history of mankind reveals that fish 
have always formed a generous portion of man's diet. Today, . 
fisheries comprise an industry measured in millions of dollars, 
" "" .. ,. ,, ,,.. of the United States have reached a position of tremen-
importance, and individual states are aware that 
efforts must be made to keep their own fishing activities 
• rcwP'"'" of demands imposed by renewed interest in fish for food and 
sport in angling. 
As Iowa land is worth so many dollars per acre, depending upon the 
and yearly volume of crops it will produce, likewise are lakes and 
• t'P""'" wor th so much per water-acre, the value contingent upon the 
and number of fish that can live in a given acreage of water. 
Suitable crops must be planted and ·land must be properly tilled to 
-..~r~ .. nn satisfactory results; similarly the lakes and streams of Iowa 
adequate care, supervision, and management to bring maximum 
yields. 
A certain amount of decaying vegetation is washed from the farm 
into the lakes and streams. A definite amount of this nitrogenous 
is necessary to promote the growth of plant life in the water, 
, in tprn, affords food and cover for minute animal life, and for 
fishes that feed on aquatic plants. However, if an excessive 
of foreign material is allowed to wash from the farm land, the 
areas will become unsuited to native aquatic life. The natural fish 
will be eliminated, silt will quick·ly fill the lake beds, and, where 
abounded gamy, well-flavored fish will be found nothing but 
muddy-tasting kinds. 
Wise and careful agricultural practices will directly improve the 
and streams of Iowa ; not, of course, to the point where the 
areas will be restored to their , original state, but to such a 
that good fish environment will not be totally lost. Farm 
is closely linked with fish management. · . 
crop selection, by improved farming methods, and by the 
Lalla t.m r of mechanical soil-saving devices, silt loss will be reduced 
. In conjunction with such improvement policies trees 
tted to grow in natural abundance along lake 'shores 
banks in accordance with the best methods of forestry. 
should be restrained from indiscriminate wading and grazina 
e shallows and lake margins. The trampling of spawning area~ 
the cropping of marginal vegetation eliminates fish life. 
fact, every major phase of farming affects lake and stream 
Better management of land will result in better crops and, as 
_ ._n ... ,.n, consequence, a better crop of fish will be produced. 
o-ta. 
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EXTERNAL PARTS OF FISH 
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/ 
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Drawn by W. F. Meissner 
Legend; 1. Nostrils, 2. nape, 3. dorsal fin (anterior), 4. rays (spinous 
5. dorsal fin (posterior), 6. peduncle, 7. is thmus , 8 . opercle, 9. pectoral 
10. pelv ic lin (ba ck), 11. vent , 12. anal or ventral li n , 13. lateral line , 14. 
tail lin . 
FUNCTION OF PARTS 
FINS: P ectoral and pelv·ic: These fins are located on sides 
and are used for balancing, for turning to right or left, for 
ing or ascending, and for stopping. 
D orsal a11d ventml: These fins add verticalness to the fish and 
as a keel. 
Caudal : This fin is the main locomotor organ and adds power to 
lateral movements of the body when the fish swims. 
SCALES: These are efficient covering. Two types are common: 
Ctenoid ("c" is silent): Meaning comb-like, have posterior 
toothed as in yellow pike-perch scales. 
Cycloid: have smooth posterior edge, as exhibited by carp 
OPERCLE: These flap-like structures of the head cover the 
are commonly called gill cevers. They protect the delicate gill L"'""''·"-=•• 
from contacting rough objects. 
LATERAL LINE: A distinct line on either side from gill 
tail is characteristic of most fish. If a scale from this re.gicm~!l:. 
examined, one or two holes will be seen. These holes 
short tube and all the tubes connect with a lateral canal 
parallel with the visible lateral line. This lateral line 
nerve endings lead:ng to the brain and acts as an antenna, 
sound vibrations in the water. The lateral line probably aids 
in following currents of water. 
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MouTH: Meat-eating fish usually have wide, terminally-located 
mouths with sharp, conical teeth that are used for grasping prey. 
These teeth are not used for chewing; the food is swallowed whole. 
Plant-eating fish usually have tube-like sucking mouths, and have 
grinding molars or plates located in the back of the throat, where the 
food is partly masticated before being swallowed. 
EvEs: Usually large and lidless. The pupil is large and round 
permitting a maximum amount of light to enter the eye. In clear 
water a fish can see about 15 feet. Fish have some discrimination for 
color. 
SNOUT: The portion of the head between the eyes and terminal 
end of the head bears a pair of double nostrils. The openings do not 
connect with the mouth. A sac-like structure is at the bottom of the 
nostrils. Currents of water pass into the anterior openings down over 
these sensory sacs and then out through the posterior nostrils. By 
means of these organs fish can detect some odors. 
BARBELS: Some characteristically bottom-feeding fishes have fleshy 
feelers around their mouths which may serve as taste organs. At 
least the fish seem to use them in selecting food particles. In the 
catfish, these barbels are known to contain taste buds. 
Cow•: Color cells are located in the scales and skin of fish. 
Within these cells colored granules are present which are characteristic 
for different species of fish. These pigmented granules are black, red 
and yellow. Orange, blue and green colors are produced by com-
binations of these three basic pigments with one another. The cells 
hich contain the colored granules are under control of the nervous 
ystem, and hence may be changed in size to make certain colors 
more or less distinct. Thus, although definite patterns are main-
ained, fish can change color when excited, during the breeding season 
and when the environment is altered. Like many other animals, fish 
enerally have a coloration that blends with their natural surroundings, 
ending to make them inconspicuous. 
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Short-nosed Gar. 
L episosleus p/at osto11ws Rafinesque 
Other Common Names: Gar, Billy Gar, Garpike 
Description.- Long, round, cigar-shaped with slender, elongate jaw 
armed with fine needle-like teeth. The body is covered with har 
plates in slanting series. The lower jaw is slightly shorter than th 
upper. Both dorsal and anal fins posteriorly located opposite each other 
~pper parts pale olive, belly white. Dark spots on caudal fin; this fin 
~s romuied. The long-nosed gar is distinguished from this species b 
longer jaws, much longer than head, and tail-fin not rounded. A thir 
sp~ci.es. of_ gil!, the ~lligator gar, frequents the lower portion of the 
MISSISSIPPI River; this gar reaches a tremendous size. 
Range in Iowa.- The short-nosed gar is common over Iowa an 
more abundant than the long-nosed species in some of the north low 
lakes and the Upper Mississippi River region. No gars have bee 
reported in Clear Lake to date. 
Food Hablts.-The gar feeds on other fish, beginning this habit a 
an early stage. He is a strong, speedy swimmer and his narrow jaw 
armed with sharp needle-like teeth fit him for a predaceous life. Whe 
young the gar is found among weeds in shallow water feeding on gam 
fish fry. The adult gar feeds in both deep and shallow water, eithe 
lakes, ponds,or streams. 
Reproduction.- This fish spawns in late May and through June i 
shallow water among weeds and sedges. 
Economic Value and i\fanagement.- The gar has been considere 
worthless . for food. However, gar meat smoked approaches smoke 
sturgeon m flavor and richness and, prepared in this manner fin 
fav~r among the ?iscrjminating. The gar is classed as a rough 'or o 
noxwus fish, and IS destroyed when taken in nets used in carp contro 
The~e nets must have from 2-inch to 4-inch mesh to prevent th 
nettmg of small pan and game fish . This size mesh naturally perrni 
the young, slender gars to~ pass through the nets, complicating the" 
control. In area.s where gar are abundant at their spawning time the 
can be taken With a small-mesh net as they are assembled in large 
numbers in shallow water. The gar is host to young clams in t 
Mississippi River. Young clams must attach to fish until they becom 
large enough to crawl along in the mud and sand of the stream be 
\Yhile too y~mng for survival on t~e b~ttom they cling to fish as para. 
Sites. In this manner, the gar assists m propagating clams or mollus 
~hich,_ in turn, furnish food _for some of t~e game fish. Perhaps the g 
m eatmg young game fish, IS only collectmg a fee for assisting in pr 
ducing molluscan food for more desira ble fish . 
a . 
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Gizzard Shad 
Dorosoma cepedianum (Le Sueur) 
Courtes y of Natural History Su rvey of Ill inois 
Other Common Names: H ickory Shad, Skipjack 
Descriptlon.- The body is spindle-shaped and the head is scaleless. 
Tail fin lobes large, the dorsal fin in adults has last ray very much 
elongated and thread-like, sometimes reaching to the end of the tail. 
The abdomen is extremely compressed laterally. The anal fin is long 
and low. The body color is silvery-bluish above. Eyes are large in a 
narrow head and the mouth is small and toothless in adults. The length 
average is 4 to 12 inches. The northern moon-eye resembles this fish 
in general appearance; however, the moon-eye has sharp teeth on the 
front edge of thin jaws, and has no "plume" on the dorsal fin. 
Range Ln Iowa.-Found in rivers and sloughs; is rare in many of 
the natural north Iowa lakes. 
Food Habits.-Young gizzard shad feed on animal life, but lose 
'their teeth as they become adult and finish their existence as vege-
arians. Adult shad live almost wholly on small, floating, green plants 
known as algae. The so-called gizzard stomach does not serve as a 
grinding organ but acts as a pumping apparatus to force the soft food 
through the long, convoluted intestine. 
Reproductlon.-Spawns prolifically in warm shallow sloughs and 
river bayous. The shad seems to prefer a muddy bottom for spawning. 
Economic Value and i\fanagemeut.-This fish is a classical example 
of a link in the food chain of black bass, feeding on plant material and 
then in turn being used for food by game fish. If a bass pond has a 
muddy bottom, gizzard shad can be introduced as forage for the bass. 
However, the propagation of gizzard shad for forage purposes has not 
been successful on a very large scale. These fish are characteristically 
slimy, and this surface film is easily damaged if the fish are handled. 
They seem to have a very limited ability to adjust themselves to oxygen-
volume changes. In the fall they are usually found with young carp in 
land-locked ponds along flood districts. 
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Brook Trout 
Sahtelimts f ontinir/is (M.itchill) 
Courtesy of U . S . Bu reau of Fisheries 
Other Common Names: Speckled Trout 
Description.- Slender, round-like in cross-section. Jaws large. Body 
sides profusely spotted with regular-sized reddish dots, the spots grading 
into mottled markings on back, continuing into dorsal fin. Dark body 
coloring extends well over sides, belly not light. (Coloration depth varies 
with localities where fish are taken.) Anal, pelvic al'ld pectoral fins 
margined with white with black line above the ~hite. Scales very small. 
(The brown trout is easily distinguished from either the bro·ok or rain-
bow by its whitish belly coloring extending well upon sides. The rain-
bow's definite markings of "rainbow" rosy-colored, horizontal bands, 
full length of fish, separate this species from the others.) The brook 
reaches up to 14 inches or more in Iowa. 
Range in Iowa.- Early ; investigators credit the brook trout as 
native to Iowa. It is propagated at the Backbone State Hatchery and 
released in nearby streams that keep a low temperature throughout the 
summer, and in streams that carry li ttle silt. Its habitat temperature 
ranges from 46° to 65°F. 
Food Habits.-Feeds chiefly on insect life and crustaceans, also 
takes small fish . In hatcheries, ground meats are fed to get a rapid 
growth. -
Reproduction.- In Iowa, the brook trout spawns in late December. 
Eggs are deposited in slight <ilep_ressions in gravel where wat-er is moving. 
Cold, spring creeks are ideal sites. Eggs hatch in 50 to 60 days. Tem-
perature controls period required for incubation. 
Economic Value and Management.- The brook trout in lo~a is 
usually smaller than other 'l!pecies, but makes up for small size by his 
gaminess. Although a native of Iowa, the brook trout does not adapt 
himself as easily to Iowa stream environment as either the rainbow or 
brown trout, as these two species seem to thrive in warmer and mud-
dier water. 
From 20 to 30 days are required for yolk-S\J.C absorbtion. The young 
fish are fed finely-ground meat for an additidnal 30-day period ; after 
this time they are taken from hatchery troughs, placed in outdoor ponds, 
and fed coarsely-ground meats and cereals. They reach a 7-inch length 
in about 14 months. 
·' 
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Big-mouthed Buffalo 
M £'gastowatobt~-r cypri11ella (Cuvier a nd Valenciennes) 
Courtesy of Nat ural History Survey of fllinoi s 
Other Comn;10n Names: Common Buffalo, Red-mouthed Buffalo 
Description:- Body is robust, outline of black rather r egularly 
c~rved. He.arl IS blunt and the mouth is large and oblique. Lips are 
thm and flllthout barbels. Body color ~s. dull brownish-olive, much lighter 
than carp. The_ unde_r-parts are whitish. The dorsal fin is long a nd 
low an~ the tall fin IS not deeply forked. Scales are large as in carp. 
The weight of _buffalo ranges to 80 pounds. Thirty-pound buffalo are 
!lot uncommo~ m the state. A buffalo having a smaller head and mouth 
IS also found m Iowa. It is called the small-mouthed buffalo. 
Range in Iowa.- These fish are distributed throughout Iowa in 
streams, lake~ and ponds. They are not as abundant in streams as 
formerly, havmg been supplanted by quillback and carp. · 
Foo~ Habits.- F_et;ds ~m J?Uddy bottoms, taking insect larvae and 
other anrmal forms h':'mg m Sil~ . They are known to feed on algae and 
other forms of aquatic vegt;tatwn an9- probably for this reason rarely 
take . the hook, although nver fishermen report taking this fish on 
trot-lmes. 
Reproduction.- Buffalo breed in late April and early May in shallow 
water. !hey proceed t~ shallow wate_r in large schools a nd deposit their 
eggs With m~ch splashmg and tumblmg. By late June the young buffalo 
are about 2 mches long and present a splendid forage morsel for larger 
game fish fingerling. 
_ Econo~c Value and Management.- Of all rough fish , the buffalo 
IS mos~ des~able for food _and commands a higher price than carp. The 
meat IS whiter, more sohd, and less mud-flavored than other bottom 
feeders. 
It has been the practice in_ Iowa, by the State Fish and Game 
Departme~t, to _control buffalo mcrease by seining and netting. Gill-
netters, usm~ 4-mch ~esh, take a considerable number of buffalo from 
Wt;!ilt OkobOJI each wmter. These fish range from 6 to 25 pounds in 
weight. Scale growt~ study shows this s ize fish to be from 8 to 16 years 
o_ld. Pond propagatiOn of buffalo has not proved successful. It is be-
lieved that ~uffalo are a type that range widely for food and for this 
reason requ~e larg€ _ areas for this cruising habit which, as a conse-
quence, prohibits therr successful increase in small lakes a nd ponds. 
• 
• 
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Quill back 
Carpiodes cyprim1s (Le Sueur) 
Courtesy of Na tural History Su rvey of Illinois 
Other Common Names: Carp-sucker, River Carp, High-fin, Carp-buffalo 
Descrlption.-The body differs in shape from the buffalo by being 
deeper in front of the dorsal fin. The color is silvery, lighter than in 
either buffalo or carp. The dorsal fin differs from that of the buffalo 
by ha'()'ing the first dorsal rays much elongated, producing a "high-fin." 
Two species are common in Iowa, the allied species having a much 
higher fin than the above. The head is small and scaleless and, like 
the buffalo, has no barbels. 
The quillback averages from % to 1 % pounds in Iowa rivers. Rarely 
reaches 4 or 5 pounds in the streams. The writer collected an 8-pound 
quillback from Clear Lake in 1935. This is a record for Iowa. 
Range In Iowa.-Abundant in all of our muddy streams, and is 
becoming more widely distributed in the northern lakes and clearer 
streams. 
Food Hablts.-A bottom feeder, filling its long convoluted intestinal 
tract with organic debris. The young afford excellent forage for river 
catfish. When young they are taken in slow moving, shallow water 
feeding at the same table- with young sturgeon, channel catfish and 
fiat-headed chubs. 
Reproductlon.-They spawn in late April and May, crowding into 
the shallow, mud bottoms of small tributaries. 
Economic Value and Management.-Quillback are in little demand 
for food. Commercial fishermen in both the Mississippi and Missouri 
rivers generally throw them away. The meat is very white but the 
numerous small bones prevent this fish from gaining favor. However, 
the meat can be ground with a good chopper and then fried hamburger-
like. When prepared in this manner quillback are not scorned. Like 
buffalo, they rarely take the hook. 
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Common Sucker 
Catost omus co m11z1'rsou ii Lacepede 
Courtesy of Natural History Survey ol Illino is 
Other Common Names : F ine-scaled Sucker, White Sucker 
Descript ion.- The body is long a nd round in cross-section. Color 
olive-green to dusky with golden luster, belly whit ish . Head is blunt 
and scaleless. The mouth is sucker-type. The height of dorsal fin 
about equals the fi n width at its base. The body length averages from 
12 to 18 inches. I n some waters t his fish is very dark but can be easily 
distinguished from the black sucker, as the black sucker ha large scales. 
Range in Iowa.- The sucker is found in nearly a ll of our clearer 
streams and creeks. It is fairly abund'ant in some of our larger lakes. 
F ood Ha bits.- The food con ists of crawling forms that live on 
sandy a nd rocky bottoms. However, an examination of the intestinal 
tract indicates organic refuse furnishes considerable food . Some ob-
servers say t he sucker preys on yellow p ike-perch spawn a nd for this 
reason is a detriment to a lake where yellow pike-perch are desired. 
The Minnesota State F isheries Division stock pike-perch lakes with 
suckers as a forage fish for the p ike. The results have been reported 
as satisfactory. 
Reproduction.- Spawns in late April in shallow ripples where water 
is swift. In lakes the sucker prefers sandy bottoms. It is not as prolific 
as the carp, averaging about 50,000 eggs in a season·. 
Economic Value and Management.- The S\lCker is sought in early 
spring as fresh meat by farmers a nd townsfolk who live on eastern Iowa 
streams. Th is fish takes hooks baited with worms. The meat is flaky 
and sweet. The State Conservation Commission classes the sucker as 
a game fish and it i not removed from waters seined for carp, gar and 
other su.ch fish . 
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Northern Redhorse 
M o.-rostoma aureolum (Le Sueur) 
Courtesy of Natu ra l History Survey of l!linois 
Other Common Names: Sucker, Redhorse, Slough Carp, 
Short-headed Redhorse, Common Redhorse, Mullet 
Description.-Long and laterally compressed, yet round-like in 
section as the sucker. Scales are large. The head is small, short, and 
conical. The dorsal fin has 12 or 13 rays. Sides of body have yellowish 
tinge. Caudal and lower fins are red. The lips are thick and right-
angled with creases which give a rough, milled appearance. When the 
lower lip is closed a wide angle is produced. Their common weight is 
about 1 pound although they range to several times larger. 
Range in Iowa.-Found in clearer streams with sandy bottoms such 
as the Maquoketa River. However, they may be found in muddy 
sloughs that have been flooded in spring. They cannot survive heavy 
stream pollution an_d are not as abundant in Iowa as formerly. 
Food Habits.-The redhorse is a bottom feeder, taking snails, insect 
larvae and small mollusks. These forms are not abundant in polluted 
areas. 
Reproduction.-Spawm; in April and May in shallow streams and 
is sometimes mistaken by the casual observer for carp. After the 
spawning season the females are often found along stream banks in 
a weakened condition or dead. 
Economic Value and Management.-This fish is used for food in 
early spring before game fish are taken. The elimination of silt and 
pollutio!l from our streams, ar:'d the creating of deep pools for game 
fish, will restore our population of northern redhorse. Their lower 
population ratio in relation to other fish , even under ideal conditions, 
will never make them important on the market or in the creel. 
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Golden Shiner 
N otemigomts crysolmcas (Mitchill ) 
Courtesy of Natural History Survey of Illinois 
Other Common Nnmes : Bream, Roach 
Description.- Color dark greenish-olive above wit h golden r eflec-
tions. Small pointed head, compressed body and strongly decurved lat-
eral line distinguish this species. Each scale at exposed base has dark 
marking. The lower fins are yellow. Mouth slants upward. Length 6 to 
12 inches. ' 
Range in Iowa.- The golden shiner is abundant in the upper Mis-
issippi River area and can be found in many ponds and sloughs of 
eastern and sout heastern Iowa. The distribution can be considered 
general over the stat e. 
Food Habits.- The golden shiner f eeds on aquatic larvae, insects, 
water fleas, small fish and vegetable matter. The digestive tract of 
this fish is adapted to a plant diet even though other types of food are 
taken. 
Reproduction.- The. spawning season extends through May, June 
and July. They seem to prefer the mud bottoms of weedy ponds and 
sloughs for spawning. The young shiners are quite slender as fingerling 
and do not have the more robust appeara nce shown in the a dult stage. 
Economic Value and l\>lanagement.- The golden shiner has little, if 
any, value for food. However, the young fish are readily taken by the 
large-mouthed black bass a.vd are thus an important forage minnow in 
the Mississippi River. They are used by some fish culturist s in black 
bass ponds as forage for the young bass. The Municipal Fish Hatchery 
at Tulsa, Okla., propagates the golden iihiner very successfully. 
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Fathead Minnow 
Pi111 epha/es two 111elas Rafinesque 
Courtesy o f Natural Histo ry Surve y of Illinois 
0ther Common Names : Blackhead Minnow 
Dascription.- The body is short, th ick and heavy forward . Color 
is dusky. The head is short and blunt a nd in the spring of the year the 
males have a black head with many t ubercles. The dorsal fin has a dusky 
cross-bar and the males have a large black blotch. The upper part of the 
body is dark with a black stripe a long the sides. Average length of the 
minnow is about 272 inches. 
Ra nge in Iowa.-Common in north Iowa lakes. This minnow is 
abunda nt in Center Lake and because it increases rapidly in lake 
water is used for stocking the artificial lakes of southern Iowa. A few 
specimens of this minnow can be found in many of the smaller streams 
of the state, especially those that flow over muddy bottoms. 
Food Habits.- Insect larvae, and other small aquatic organisms 
that live in stagnant or muddy water are used for food. The fathead 
minnow also feeds on some algae. 
Reproduct!on.- This minnow is an intermittent spawner, deposit-
ing eggs throughout May, June, July, and August. In bass propagation 
ponds, sticks are slanted about 45 degrees in shallow water. Stones and 
broken tile are also scattered in similar places for the same purpose. 
The female glues her eggs to these objects where they are carefully 
guarded by the male until the young emerge. In natural water the eggs 
are deposited on weeds. rf weeds are not present natural propagation 
will be greatly curtailed if not almost wholly eliminated. 
Economic Value and l\fanagement.- An excellent bait minnow. In 
Iowa the fathead minnow is the most suitable forage minnow for 
black bass. They begin spawning several weeks aheaa of the bass. By 
t he time the young bass are large enough to take young minnows, the 
young fatheads are abundant in the ponds and the periodic spawning 
habits of this minnow keep a constant supply of young forage fish 
available. Usually from one to two thousand brood minnows per pond-
acre are stocked. This number supplies food for a season's production 
of bass, ranging from six to ten thousand fingerling bass. 
Carp 
Cypri11us carpio Linnaeus 
Courtesy of Natural History Survey of Illinois 
Other Common Names: German Carp, Leather Carp, 
Mirror Carp, European Carp 
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Description.- A large fish said to have reached 80 pounds. Average 
weight 2 to 10 pounds, though 30 to 35-pound carp are common in Cleat· 
Lake and the Okobojis. The back is arched, the ventral side nearly 
straigh t. Color is dark olive-green above and yellowish below. Nose 
blunt, mouth small. Two pairs of barbels present on upper lip, the rear 
pair at corners of mouth , large. These barbels are qui te prominent in 
small specimens. The first rays of the dorsal and anal fi ns are heavy 
serrated spines. There are t hree types in Iowa- the German carp, 
a fu lly scaled type; the mirror carp, partly scaled ; and the leather carp, 
devoid of scales. 
Range in Iowa.-There are few bodies of water where this fish is 
not present. Carp thrive in polluted areas because t hey are tolerant 
to low oxygen conditions a nd because the food types they take are 
found in polluted water. The carp is not a native of America. 
Food Habits.-A bottom feeder suckling a ll sorts of material from 
t he ooze. Carp take soaked corn readily as well as all types of meat. 
They are equipped with heavy grin'ding molars that enable t hem to 
mascerate the food before it enters the digestive tract. The stomach 
and intestine are typical for plant-eating fish. The wide range of food 
used by carp is no doubt one reason why this fish thrives in so many 
places. 
Reproductiou.- Carp are very prolific, depositing as many as half 
a million eggs in a single season. They spawn in May a nd June in 
shallow water, scattering their eggs with a great amoun t of splashing 
among weeds and upturned roots of the heavier vegetation. The ::!ggs 
cling in small bunches to these objects in the water where t hey are 
left without any further parental care. They hatch in about 10 days or 
2 weeks and grow rapidly from the fry stage. 
Economic Value and 1\'lanagement.-The propagation of carp has 
long been extolled; however , carp elimination, or at least their control , 
is of paramount importance in Iowa waters. Carp are taken by com-
mercial fishermen and sold to eastern markets; yet they bring such a 
low price per pound that "carp farming" is not practical unless it is 
done on a large scale. Carp taken in the winter t ime and smoked com-
mand a good price. The carp catch in the Mississippi basin amounts to 
many thousands of dollars eac:h year. 
Carp are hooked on many kinds of soft bait and even take minnows. 
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Channel Catfish· 
I ctalurus ;mzctalus (Rafinesque) 
Courtesy Ohio Department of Agriculture 
Other Common Names: Fiddler, Catfish, Barbed Trout, Spotted Blue Cat 
. Desc~iption.-The body is slender and the color is coppery above, 
with a silvery luster below. Dark spots arE scattered over the sides 
hence the name jnmctatus. The head is small and narrower than i,; 
some other catfish and bullheads . Tail fin is forked. Upper jaw over-
reaches lower jaw. Spine on dorsal fin is sharply serrate and maxillary 
barbels reach well past gill covers. The anal fin is rounded as distin-
guished from the longer and lower shaped anal fin of the blue catfish. 
Note: All catfish, as well as trout, have a small fleshy fin on the back 
near the tail fin. Average weight from 1 or 2 pounds up to 25 pounds. 
Range in Iowa.- Widely distributed over the state. Prefers clearer 
streams than other catfish. They are stocked by the Conservation 
Commission in inland streams. 
Food Habits.- Feed principally on slow moving bottom forms, 
also take animal and vegetable wastes carried by streams. Worms are 
generally used for bait. 
Reproductlon.-Channel catfish spawn from about June 1 to June 
20, selecting places in moving water beneath overhanging tree roots or 
depressions in the stream banks. In the pond propagation of this fish, 
pairs are segregated and the eggs are taken from spawning boxes each 
day to prevent the parent fish from eating their own spawn. It is not 
known to what extent this habit prevails in the wild state. 
Economic Value and Management.-Channel catfish are most de-
sired by catfish anglers a1; they are the best flavored of the catfish 
tribe. They find a ready market at all times of the year and are ex-
tremely important to the commercial fishing industry. 
Kansas and Nebraska Fish and Game Departments propagate this 
fish successfully. The eggs are taken daily from the spawning kegs 
and placed in aerating troughs similar to trout troughs. In about 2 
weeks the young catfish hatch. Two or three weeks later they arE' 
placed in ponds where they are fed ground meat scraps, butter-milk 
ground fish and similar foods. They can be stocked either the first fall 
or the following season and become large enough to take when 3 years 
old. 
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Black Bullhead 
Aml!iums me/as (Rafinesque) 
Courtes y of Natural History Survey of Ill inois 
Other Common Names: Bullhead, Common Bullhead 
. Description.- Color ~ark green or brown to black, underparts either 
white or yellow. Head IS hort and wide, profile above flattened and 
angled to dorsal fin. Tail fin slightly notched, anal fin rounded and 
shorter than in either the yellow or brown species. The webbing of the 
fins is jet black. Adipose fin is small, chin barbels black. Although 
specimens 12 to 14 inches long are common the length averages shorter 
and they are called runt bullheads in many parts of the state. For this 
reason they are not stocked by the State Conservation Commission in 
new lakes. 
Range in Iowa.- This is probably the most abundant species in the 
state. They are found everywhere from lakes and streams to small 
creeks and stagnant pools, thriving in shallow, stagnant water. 
Food Habits.-These, like the other species of bullheads feed on 
plant and animal forms of many kinds. They have been indi~ted as a 
menace to young pike-perch but studies have not been extensive enough. 
to verify this conclusion. They are easily taken on worms or meat 
chunks of about any variety. ' 
Reproduction.- The black bullhead spawns on sandy or silt covered 
bo~tc;>ms m June and even as late as early July in East Okoboji and 
Sprrit Lake. The parental care is similar to that of the yellow species 
The "clouds" of fry rolling along in the shallow shore waters of the 
larger Io~a lakes would convey the thought of over-population within 
a _short ~rme. However, the black bullhead seems rather susceptible to 
~mter-kill, as many can be found washed ashore each spring when the· 
Ice goes out. 
Economi~ Valu~ and_ Management.-A large percentage of Iowa 
fi_shermen enJ_oy_ ta_k~g t_h1s fish for food. They are also taken in quanti-
ties on the MISSJSSlppl River for the commercial market. A ·uullhead din-
ner ?-t a local eating house along the Mississippi River is most likely · to 
consist of black bullheads. Over-population of this fish in small areas is · 
common and this. no doubt, accounts for their dwarfiness. For this 
reason, they should not be stocked in small lakes or ponds. In the larger 
lakes of Iow<l:, the black bullhead attains a fair size, but in small lakes 
the average IS scarcely large enough to be desirable. . 
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Yellow Bullhead 
A meiurus ll a/a lis (Le Sueur) 
Courtesy of Na tural His tory Survey of !11inois 
Other Common Names: Mud Cat, Yellow Belly, Lake Bullhead 
Description.- The body is stouter than that of any other bullhead. 
The mouth is wide and head is broad. Dorsal fin is small and low. A 
groove extends from head region to base of dorsal fin. Body color is 
yellowish green to darker. Tail fin is rounded and lower barbels are 
whitish. The black bullhead is distinguished from this species by a 
squarish to slightly notched tail fin and by the shorter and rounded 
anal fin . Other differences are obvious but these characters mentioned 
can be easily noted in young specimens. Yellow bullheads range in size 
much larger than either the black or brown species and are commonly 
taken 14 inches long. 
Range in Iowa.-Not as common over the state as the other species, 
they are fairly common in the Mississippi River and some of the north-
ern Iowa lakes. This species is stocked in the artificial lakes of south-
ern Iowa. The yellow bullhead seems to prefer clearer water than the 
other bullheads, although Forbes found that the yellow bullhead in 
Illinois showed a preference for muddy water. 
Food Habits.- This fish eats what is at hand- snails, clams, insects, 
larvae, worms, small fish and fragments of meat. It is apparently a 
scavenger, yet this fish is not common in polluted waters of the state. 
Reproduction.-Spawns in late May and through June, in water 1 
to 2 feet deep. The eggs }J.P..tch in about a week. The parent guards the 
young for some time after they hatch. While the fry are schooled in 
shallow water the parent keeps roiling a murky "smoke" screen between 
them and the lurking predators ranging the deeper water. 
Economic Value and l\'lanagement.-Because this bullhead excels 
the others in flavor and size it is eagerly sought by "pole and line" 
anglers. This fish should thrive in the new Iowa fishing lakes as spawn-
ing beds have been built in certain shallow bays to induce productivity. 
Other devices have been installed to produce ideal food conditions. This 
species should not be stocked in small mud-bottomed ponds that are 
barren of vegetation. 
Northern Pike 
E sox lu cius Linnaeus 
Courte sy of Na tura l History Survey of Illinois 
Other Common Names: Pike, Picker el, Gras P ike, 
Great Northern Pike, Snake 
Description.- Body elongate, head flattened, lower jaw protruding. 
The single dorsal fin is in posterior position where top body line breaks 
t o form caudal peduncle. Color of back and sides bluish-grey. Belly 
whitish. Lower half of gill cover is scaleless. (Muscalunge has lower 
half of both cheek and gill covers naked ; pickerel has cheeks and gill 
covers fully scaled.) Body marked with white spots, fins spotted with 
black. Length ranges to 3 feet ()r more. 
Range in Iowa.- Not as common in our polluted streams as form-
erly. Fairly common over the state and common in the boundary waters 
and the northern lakes. 
Food Habits.- A voracious m eat ea ter , feeding on many types of 
game fish and minnows, together with frogs, crayfish , large insects, 
mice or any hapless rodent falling into the water. The larger pike 
range the deeper waters and by means of their speed and sharp teeth 
have little difficulty in securing othe,r fish for food. They merit the 
name "Tigers." 
, Reproduction.- Northern pike spawn in March soon after the ice 
c~ears from the water. They seek the shallow areas, pushing up small 
d1tches that may lead to weedy sloughs where the spawn is left with-
out further care. The declining water levels of the northern Iowa lakes 
have eliminated many hundreds of acres of pike spawning ground. When 
water levels return to normal and these spawning areas are again avail-
a ble, these gamy carnivores will again become abundant. 
Economic Value and 1\fanagement.- The flesh is flaky and of good 
flavor, but contam_s many small bones. Anglers delight in hooking this 
fish because the p1ke rarely fails to stage a splendid fight before he is 
t aken from the water. The decrease of the pike in lakes that once 
supported this fish in numbers can be attributed to the lower water 
levels and drying up of the spawning areas adjoining the lakes and 
not to c~rp infestation or other such environmental changes. Natural 
propa~at10n cann~t be ~xpected of . any fish unless the desired type of 
spawmng ground IS ava1lable. Phys1cal changes over which man has no 
c_ontr?l, will dictat~ ~he kind of fish suitable for the lake in question; 
hkew1se, such conditiOns that can be controlled will be a factor in de-
termining species of fish most suited to the environment. 
II 
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White Bass · 
Lepibema chrysops (Rafinesque) 
Courtesy Ohio Depa rtment o f Agriculture 
Other Common Names: Silver Bass, Striped Bass, 
Streaker, Perch-bass 
Description.- Body deep and compressed. Head small, lower jaw 
protruding. Color silvery to whitish on belly. About sev~n narrow dark 
bars extend along sides. Dorsal fins separated. ~al_ spmes gr~duated. 
(In the allied species, the yellow bass, t he first spme m anal fin IS short, 
the other two spines about equal leng th , the jaws are about equal, _and 
the dorsal fins are well notched but not separated.) Reaches a we1ght 
of several pounds. 
Range in Iowa.- Common in Okoboji Lakes, Spirit Lake, Clear 
Lake, and Mississippi River. Once common in Storm Lake. Not abun-
dant in other parts of the state. 
Food Hablts.- Feeds on insects, insect larvae, small crustaceans, 
small fish and other small animal forms . Feeds in schools and is a very 
greedy type. In early spring feeds on same insect larvae as yellow pike-
perch. 
Reproduction.- Spawns in late April and throughout May. This 
bass does not build neS'ts, but deposits the eggs at random over weedy 
and gravelly bottoms. The eggs find places of attachment on stones and 
vegetation. 
Economic Value and Management.- This fish is an acceptable 
prize, especially when water is cold. Durin_g hot months its meat is 
rather soft and not very palatable. The wh1te bass has not been suc-
cessfully propagated in ponds. Its culture is desirable to replenish stock 
where this fish once abounded in numbers. No doubt muddy bottoms .and 
subsequent loss of vegetation has hindered natural reproduction of tbis 
fish. Should be stocked only where a reasonable amount of ideal spawn-
ing ground is present. 
· Yellow Perch 
Perea fl.a vescens (Mitchill) 
Courte sy Ohio Department o f Agriculture 
Other Common Names: Ringed Perch, American Perch 
Descrlptlon.-Body compressed laterally; color brassy-green to 
yellow with seven dusky bars on sides. Back elevated, highest in front 
of dorsal fin . Opercle strongly pointed. Dorsal fins separate. Tail fin not 
deeply notched. 
Range In Iowa.-Scattered throughout the larger streams of the 
state ; abundant in the Okobojis and Spirit Lake. Is more strictly a 
lake fish than a stream denizen. , 
Food Hablts.- Feeds on small fish, insect larvae, crustaceans, and 
other forms of animal life. Always seems hungry and for this reason is 
easily taken. 
Reproduction.- Spawns in early April. The eggs are laid in ribbon-
like bands in shallow water where they are glued to weeds, stones, or 
other available objects. 
Economic Value and Management.- The flesh is firm, flaky, and 
devoid of small bones and thus makes a delectable table dish. 
Yellow perch can be stocked in lakes having depth enough to prevent 
winter-kill. They are active throughout the winter mon ths a nd for 
this r eason must have an ample oxygen supply to support their natural 
activit ies. 
They can be successfully propagated in old gravel pits that are 10 
feet or more deep. If such a place is used they should be removed in 
the fall to lar ger areas. A stock of yellow perch in a lake will neces-
sarily require plenty of minnow life if des irable size is to obtained. An 
abundant growth of Sago pond-weed, coon-tail, and some more or less 
emergen t types of aquatic vegetation to provide suitable food cover and 
environment will have a determining influence on stocking results. 
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Yellow Pike-perch 
St·i::ostedio11 ·uitrcu111 (Mitchill ) 
Courtesy of Natural History S u rvey of Illinois 
Ot her Common Names: Wall-eyed Pike, Jack Salmon 
Description.- Body color brassy, olive-buff, shading to olive-yellow. 
Two dorsal fins well separated. Front fin spiny with black margin exhi-
biting a dark blotch behind. Eyes milky or muddy colored. Shape of 
body roundish, mouth large, scales small. These two characters give it 
some resemblance to the pike. Iowa pike-perch are lighter colored than 
those of Minnesota. In contrast to this species, the sauger or sand-
pike has several rows of dark spots on the spiny dorsal fin, a nd there is 
no black blotch at back of fin. There are also dark blotches at base of 
pectoral fins. 
Range in Iowa.- Have been stocked in rivers and lakes of northern 
Iowa. They are abundant in the Mississippi Rive r, Clear Lake, the 
Okobojis, and Spirit Lake. Call, in 1887, in his Fishes of the Des Moines 
Rive·r Basin says, "J ack-salmon' are abundant in the Raccoon River." 
Excessive pollution and silt-carrying waters have made this fish rare 
where it once was common. 
Food Habits.- Like the pike, the pike-perch preys on other fish, 
beginning this habit when only a few days old. Insect larvae in large 
amounts have been found in stomachs examined in early May. 
Reproduction.- Spawns about first of April on rocky and gravelly 
reefs covered with shallow water. The eggs are deposited in masse 
and hatch in 25 to 30 days. Two hatcheries are maintained in Iowa for 
pike-perch propagation- one at Orleans, t he other at Clear Lake. 
Economic Va lue and 1\Ianagement.- This is a n excellent food fish 
eagerly sough t by fishermen . The meat is white, solid, flaky, and fTee 
of small bones. Other states have widespread pike-perch act ivi ties, but 
in Iowa pike-perch cannot be sold for commercial purposes. All pike-
perch legally sold in Iowa are shipped in to the state from other waters. 
The S tate collects· pike-perch at spawning time by m eans of gill-
nets. The spawn and milt are stripped from the fish without injuring 
them. After t his operation they are returned to the lake. The fertilized 
spawn is taken to the h atcheries where it is k ept in r unning water un t il 
the fry hatch. The fry ar e then returned to the lake or placed in rearing 
ponds to grow to fingerling sizes before being r eleased. Sixty to nine ty 
million young pike-perch are ar tificially produced each year in this 
manner . 
Pike-perch are taken in May when the season opens by trolling a 
spinner and live minnow. Later in the year they are usually taken by 
plug casting. 
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Johnny Darter 
B olcoso71!a n!gm111 ( Rafinesque) 
Courtesy of Natural History Survey of Illinois 
Description.- Body slender. Color of back and sides a p~Je stra,w-
ish olive with brownish dots and splashes a long the lateral lme wh .ch 
approach w, X, and V-shaped markings. Dorsal and caudal fins barred. 
Head has blunt snout. Tail not forked. 
Range in Iowa.- In northern and , northeas tern Iowa, on sandy a.nd 
rocky-bottomed streams and lal<es, and in some streams of m';!dd1er 
bottoms, and less swift water. Perha ps the most common darter m the 
state. 
Food Habits.- The darter s lurk behind rocks and t;Jther objec~s i_n 
the stream and dart, or make short da~h es,. after thetr f~od a~ tt IS 
carried along by the current. This food IS chiefly small ammal hfe. 
Reproduction.- They spawn in May on sandy bottoms or among 
weeds in shallow water. The eggs are more or less concealed in the 
bottom debris and sand particles. 
Economic Value and Management.- The darters are the . humming 
birds of the fish tribe. They are small, brilliantly colored, swiftly fi!OV-
ing fishes commonly mistaken for minn.ows or young perch and Pike-
perch. More than 80 species are found m. N?rth Amer1ca and perhaps 
20 or more will be found in Iowa. The maJority o~ them are less than 4 
inches long. Because of their habits and small s1ze they have no eco-
nomic importance except as forage for game fish . 
They do, however, present an interesting group for scientific stu~y 
in relation to environmental pressures, and as a group for aesthetic 
consideration in general conservation. 
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Small-mouthed. Bass 
Micropterus dolomieu Lacepede 
Courtesy Ohio Department of Agriculture 
Other Common Names: Tiger Bass, Small-mouth, Black Bass 
Description.- Color of upper parts silvery to golden green. Cheeks 
have five olive-green bars radiating backward from eye. These bars 
are absent in the other species. The notch in caudal fin is more open and 
crescent-shaped than in the large-mouthed bass. Vertical line upward 
from mouth corner passes in front of eye. Dorsal spines are about of 
equal length which makes the spiny dorsal fin low and long compared 
to the higher, rounded, spiny dorsal fin of the large-mouthed bass. 
Range in Iowa.-Although scattered throughout the state this 
species is more abundant in the clearer and colder streams. Small-mouth 
are being stocked more extensively than formerly and their abundance 
and popularity is increasing. 
Food Habits.- The small-mouth feeds on other fish, insect larvae 
and crayfish. 
Reproduction.- This species spawns on gravel beds in water about 
18 inches deep. They have been observed on nes ts in water at 57 de-
grees Fahrenheit. Spawning begins when water becomes 5 or 6 degrees 
warmer. In propagation work, spawning beds of pea-sized gravel are 
used, although at times nests are made in mud by the side of the pre-
pared spawning areas. 
Economic Value and 1\fanagement.-The flesh is firm and well 
flavored but the fish is not abundant enough over the state to be uni-
versally important. It is considered the gamiest of the basses and the 
acme of top lure fishing. 
The management -in pond culture can be similar to that of the 
large-mouth with good results and presents no greater difficulties. 
However, the small-mouth can be propagated with better success in 
colder water than can the large-mouth. 
It is taken in those sections of Iowa rivers that are not heavily 
silted or polluted, where the stream bed is rocky, where vegetation is 
abundant, and water movement is fairly swift. They are taken in lakes 
that have both emergent and floating vegetation and water depths of 
10 feet or more. Perhaps because they are gamier they are more sought 
after than the large-mouth by the more ardent angler. Their reputed 
better flavor is due to the type of water they more frequently inhabit. 
Large-mouthed Bass 
Aplites salmoides (Rafinesque) 
Courtesy of Natura l History Survey of Illinois 
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Other Common Names: Black Bass, Green Bass, Large-mouth 
Description.-Color of back and sides dark green. Young specimens 
have a dark lateral band from end of snout to caudal fin. The mouth is 
large, lower jaw protruding. Vertical line from mou~h upward passes 
behind eye. Dorsal spines are graduated and the spmous part of the 
dorsal fin is nearly separated from the soft part. Length from 10 to 
25 inches. 
Range in Iowa.- Found throughout Iowa in both lakes and streams. 
It is abundant in the upper Mississippi River. The artificial lakes and 
reservoirs of southern Iowa are stocked with this species. 
Food Habits.-The large-mouthed bass is a well known carnivore 
and feeds largely on other fishes. Crayfish are freely eaten as well as 
insects, frogs, and other surface forms. The young bass feed on "water-
bugs" when in the fry stage but shortly include other fish in their diet. 
Reproduction.- This species spawns from about May 20th in the 
southern part of the state to early June farther north when the water 
temperature approaches 68 degrees Fahrenheit. The male fish builds 
the nest by fanning out a round depres'sion 2 or 3 inches deep and from 
12 to 16 inches across. The females are then herded over the nest where 
they deposit their spawn which is then fertilized by the male. One male 
secures the spawn of several females and guards the nest about a week 
until the young hatch. The fry stay schooled from 4 to 10 days and then 
scatter to fend for themselves. 
Economic Value and Management.-The large-mouthed bass is a 
favorite game fish of Iowa anglers. The meat is solid, flaky, and without 
fine bones-an acceptable table delicacy. 
The pond culture of this fish is a major activity of the State Fish-
eries Division. The ease, with reasonable knowledge and care, that at-
tends the propagation of this fish , coupled with its other qualities, places 
it in prime favor with those interested in fish or fishing. 
Its culture in ponds can be successful by either farmers or sports-
men's groups and does not require elaborate equipment. For best 
results the parent fish should not be left in the rearing ponds. The 
State uses brood ponds and transfers the fry to rearing ponds. Supply-
ing enough food will keep all fish growing at an equal rate and hold 
cannibalism at a minimum. 
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Green Sunfish 
Apoiii O!is rya11ellus (Rafi~esque) 
Courtesy of Natural His tory Survey of lJiinois 
Other Common Names : Blue-spotted Sunfish, Rubbertail 
·ter ~e~~ri~~on.-t Dh orsal outl ine curve~. ventral outline much s traigh-
. 1g no c at nape. Color oh ve green abo b 
-Each scale has a spot of emerald' green. The sidesve, coppery el~w. s~~enftord etghlt dusky ver t ical bars. A large black blot~~e s~~~~~ ~lth 
0 so orsa and a nal fi ns Mouth larcr b l 'k A ase 
from 4 to 7 inches. Too sm~ll to be imp~rta~sti~ ~am~e~~~eli~~~~th is 
Ra nge in lowa.- Abunda nt t hroughou t Iowa found in onds and 
small creeks, commonly mistaken for the bluegill sunfish. P 
a nd r~:t~e~bits.-Feeds on small fis hes, insect larvae, crayfish, worms, 
, . Reproduction.-:-Spawns through J uly ; is not prolific Seems to 
prefer a rather soh tary existence in small streams yet in ~an d 
Oaf tmuthddy tbottoms thi~. species becomes so abunda~t it literallyyci~~~ u o er ypes. 
1 t Econ~m~c Va lue a nd i\lanagement.- Although small it is an excel-a~~ lf.tan s a nd young fish ermen delight in taking this fish through-~~e~~~~l~~~gmr~;o3F!t fd[~~Whdo~ea t~~<~~s t~n~v~~~ers~~~kin:e~~~sefi~~ 
b n e · ere green sunfish have bee 
a undant as to be obnoxiou they should be thinn d o~~ so ~fter ~hi~ is done, stock the 'area wit h large-mouth: d ~l~~kbba~~m~g~ 
ass W J 1ave a tendency to keep the sunfish in check. · 
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Bluegill 
H elioperca macrochira (Rafinesque) 
Courtesy Onio Department of Agricultu re 
Other Common Names : Roach , Bream, Sunfish 
Description.-Body outline to beginning of caudal peduncle squar-
ish . Color light to dark olive with purplish luster . Six or more distinct 
dusk¥. vertical bars on sides. These vertical bars identify the young 
bluegill from other sunfish. Fins dusky, dorsal fin with a blotch at base 
of last rays. Head short and small. Mouth very oblique, jaws equal in 
length. Flap of gill-cover black with no red spot and without light bor-
der. Length ranges from 5 to 12 inches. This is the largest of the Iowa 
sunfishes. ' 
Range in Iowa.- Abundant in northern Iowa lakes and common 
throughout the state. This species is stocked in the artificial lakes and 
is the only sunfish distributed in inland waters by the State Fisheries 
Division. 
Food Habits.-The food consists of both animal and vegetable 
mat ter. Insect larvae, crustaceans, worms, small fishes and fragments 
of aquatic plants form the principal bill of fare. 
Reproduction.-Bluegills spawn during the last week of May and 
through the early part of June. They, like the crappie, build nests on 
sandy or silt bottoms. Like the crappies they are easily propagated in 
ponds. In lakes, bluegills seek the quiet water among the bullrushes for 
t heir crater-like nests. 
Economic Value and Management.-This sunfish has firm, fla"ky 
meat and its large size classes it as a super-pan-fish. They are easily 
t aken either by still fishing or fly casting, and have become the favorite 
of many fishermen . Their culture is almost identical with the crappie 
and they provide an excellent by-product of bass cultural work. Be-
cause they are more prolific than the bass and grow slower they pro-
vide forage for the young bass and still show a surplus for stocking pur-
poses when ponds are drained in the fall. 
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Rock Bass 
Amblopl-iles rupestris (Rafinesque) 
Courtesy Ohio Department of Ag riculture 
Other Common Names: Redeye, Goggle Eye 
. . Description.- Body robust. Dorsal profile and ventral profile in srm1~ar symmetry. Hea~ larg.e. No deep angle above eye. Eye large and r~dd1sh. Body color olive With black, squarish markings on scales of 
s1de. Scales on belly with spots on each scale. Dorsal fin long and low 
Reaches length up to 12 inches. Averages much smaller. · 
Rang.e in Iowa.- Found throughout Iowa, most abundant in north-
east portiOn. Prefers clear water and seems to be chiefly a fish of the 
smaller streams. 
Food Habits.- Feeds on small crus taceans insect larvae, a nd some 
small fish . Rises to the fly. . ' 
Reprodu«:tion.-Spawns in June on gravel beds. The natural sites 
selected are m the current which keeps eggs aerated. 
Economic Val~e "1tnd Management.-This fish is not abundant ~nough. to be ~ery rmportant to anglers. However, fly fishermen delight 
m gettmg a nse from the "goggle-eye" when casting for small-mouth bass. 
They can be used as a by-product of bluegill or crappie pond culture 
in northern Iowa where pond water stays fairly cool. 
~ven though rock bass coulp easily and successfully be propagated 
artfic1ally, they can .nevez: reach a place of importance as a pan-fish in 
Iowa becau~e of their ~mformly small size. ordinary food quality and lack of prolific tendencies. ' 
White CrapJ?ie 
Pornoxis Qllmdar-is (Rafinesque) 
Courtesy Ohio Depa rtment o! Agriculture 
Other Common Names: Crappie, Ringed Crappie, 
Tin-mouth, Speckled Perch 
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Description.- Body compressed, back elevated, its profile a long 
sweeping S-curve from tip of mouth to end of tail fin. Co~or silvery 
white mottled with dark green, the markings arranged m narrow 
vertic'al bars. Spines in dorsal fin typically six. Head is small, mouth 
is large and oblique. Weight ranges up to 2 pounds. 
Range in Iowa.- Common over Iowa in sluggish water, bayous, 
lakes and ponds; seems to prefer muddy bottoms. · 
Food Habits.- F eeds on insect life, 'small ·fish and crustaceans. 
Reprod~~tion,_:_They are f~und preparing nests when water is less 
th.an 70 degrees Fahrenheit, spawning in late May and e.arly Jun~. They 
build nests on sandy or muddy bottoms. The fry grow fast for a few 
weeks but on the average, scarcely exceed 2¥2 inches in length by the 
end of the' first summer. In pond propagation they can be grown to 3lh 
to 4 ¥.! inches in 90 days. 
Economic Value and Management.- These fish are easily taken by 
still fishing and, because of their excellent flavor, white, flaky me;at 
and freedom from fine bones, a,re much sought for food. They are easily 
propagated in ponds. From. 2 to 15 pairs in an acre pond will produce 
from 8 to 15 thousand fingerling for fall stocldng. Young minnows and a 
fertilizer culture will supply natural food. They can be stocked with 
large-mouth bass in ponds and serve as a by-product in bass culture 
for a surplus of young crappies will s~rv~ve the bass feeding. Bru.sh shel-
ters have been installed m the artificial lakes of Iowa to rmprove 
crappie environmen~. Plans have _been forme~ to in~ta~l similar devices 
in natural lakes suited for crappie propagation. This IS, no doubt, one 
of our finest pan-fish. 
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Black Crappie 
Pomoxis sparoides Lacepede 
Courtesy Ohio Depe~rtment of Agriculture 
Other Common Names: Calico Bass, 
Strawberry Bass, Giant Crappie 
Description.-Body is less elongate than the preceding species and 
not as compressed, neither is head as small. It is proportionately deeper 
and the notch above the eye is not as prominent. The dark markings on 
the sides are scattered and not arranged to form vertical bands as in 
the white crappie. The dorsal spines are typically seven. 
Range in Iowa.-Common over Iowa. When available this species 
is used for stocking the artificial lakes because it seems to prefer deep-
er and clearer waters than the white crappie and does not display 
tendency toward "dwarfiness". The black crappie is the common species 
of Clear Lake, as well as other northern lakes. 
Food Habits.-About identical with that of the white crappie. 
Reproduction.-Spawns about first of June to middle of the month, 
although they start forming nests early in May when water is 66 de-
grees Fahrenheit. 
Economic Value and 1\fanagement.-There is no finer pan-fish. They 
are easily taken and furnish unlimited sport to all fishermen. Like the 
white species, they qre easily propagated in ponds and require about 
the same type of care and food. Private individuals and sportsmen can 
raise numbers of these fish yearly for local stocking. Ponds from ~ to 
1 or 2 acres in area are about ideal. Have water in ponds by April 15. 
Arrange, in two or three piles, about 1,000 pounds of manure per pond-
acre every 2 weeks. This, with a stocking of 1,000 brood fathead min-
nows per pond-acre by May 1, will provide necessary food for young 
crappies. The water level of the pond should not be allowed to fluc-
tuate more than 6 inches. The pond depth should range from 12 inches 
to 5 feet and two-thirds of the area should be covered with water 3¥2 
feet deep or less. 
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Sheepshead 
Ap/odinott's grun11ietts Rafinesque 
Courtesy of Natura l History Survey of Illinois 
Other Common Names: Fresh-water Drum, Drum, Silver P erch, 
River Perch, Croaker, Grunter, Gaspergou 
til 1 d bove eye humped in front of dorsal 
fin g~l~:i~J!.~~;-;7a~ oen a:l8e~, b~lly white'. Many fine black dots scat-~~~~e~v~~~~~~~~~s;1t~rn~hc~~~~~~~~H~~ ~~a~f.tn~~~c~f~~:.o~::C~:~ 
a weight of from ¥z to 25 pounds or more. . . 
It is thought the grunting noise is produced by ~1brat10ns ~f the 
swim bladder. There are two round, button-like bones m the. hea con-
nected with the ear mechanism that aTe extracted and earned by the 
youthful angler as lucky stones. 
Range in Iowa.- Abundant in Des Moines River basin, also common 
in Okoboji region and Storm Lake. 
Food Habits.-The young feed on insect larvae, yet mollus~s are 
the principal diet of the sheepshead. Tll~ h~rd shells of the srails ~~d 
clams are cracked and broken by the grmdmg pharyngeal mo ars. e 
soft parts of the clams are used and the bits of shells are expelled back 
t hrough the mouth . 
Economic Value and Management.- lt has best food value when 
about a pound in weight. In large specimens the f!.esh has a strong flavor . 
Taken by commercial fishermen and sold as nver perch, the sheeps-
head finds a fair market. 
In Storm Lake the sheepshead has become so abundant that its 
food supply fails to meet the demand, resulting in a lake f_ull ~ ~tarve~ 
molluscan feeders. The decrease in numbers of meC~;t-eatmg s , sue 
as bass and pike is proportional to the tremendous mcrease of ~heeps­
head. For this r~ason heavy stock.ing of basse~ and other carmvorous 
fish will tend to restore a populatiOn balance m the lake. 
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FISH MANAGEMENT 
The early management of fish . I . . 
not native to the state in th h m owa consisted of Introducing fish 
fishing reputation comparable eto ~~e~:t~~~:. that Iowa might gain a 
Many of these foreign introductions f '1 . 
the carp was a notable exception A th fia~ ed_ to establish themselves; 
meet the demands imposed b . · s e s YJeld of the state failed to 
and catch limits were impose~ ~~~reas~d fishing, regulations of seasons 
a major factor in fish mana . e en orcement of these rules became 
year to year stocking cr!::nrnt .~nd as fishing history fluctuated from 
accordingly adjusted in' an atte Im\ t and enforcement measures were 
variations. mp 0 compensate for these particular 
The passage of time brought ch . 
acters, fishing methods im r anges m the stream and lake char-
through the hard-surfaced Pr::~~Y:~l are;s became accessible to fishing 
now dictate the formulation of fish em. hese, and many other factors, 
zance of physical and biolo . 1 f management plans that take cogni-
levels, siltation floods droug~tJca tactors, yearly fluctuation of water 
f ' , s, ex remes of temperatu d 11 actors that complicate fish life. re, an a other 
The solution of a statewide roble pagati~n by hatcheries and ponJs to ~ of fish culture involves pro-
collectiOn of game fish from la d 1 k d ugment natural. reproduction, 
flood plain, rescue of fish from ;o~d~~ e pools in t~e Mississippi River 
waters, stocking specific species f areas and their return to mother 
s . rom rescue areas and . 
ources to suitable waters control of b . propagatiOn 
netting, aeration of lakes , throu h o ~oxious fish by seining and 
seasons, tackle and take surve gf the .wmter months, regulation of 
provement of state wat~rs by ~a~ur~~YSJCal a~d ?iological factors, im-
ence, the solution to fish mana . and artific~al means. In a sent-
and their fusion into a single ge::~~~s t~e evaluation of these phases 
management on an equal basis with erg P an to place fi~h. and their 
other of the industries natural to the st~~. cattle, coal m:mng or any 
A_ knowledge of fish, their habits, anatom 
sary m prescribing remedial mea y, _and _ecol_ogy are neces-
feeding habits of fish. Fish fall in t~;:s~l:ttentwn IS directed to the 
plant-eating, and those that eat what is at ~ses as feeders-meat-eating, 
meat when young and plants when ad It and. There are fish that eat 
the reverse habit. - u ' and there are fish which have 
There are fish that feed on bottom f 
and there are fish that live stricti o orms. of plant and animal life, 
fish that feed in both regions and fi~h t~ ~o~ hf~ forms. There are also ?o fish have wide ranges in food habits ~ eed m open "':ater .. Not only 
m spawning habits as well. ut they have Wide differences 
Some fish build nests guard the 
they are large enough to 'tend for th eggsl, and tend the young until 
emse ves. Other fish scatter their 
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eggs at random and leave the hatching wh13lly to chance, and the 
young must battle for existence without parental care. Nesting places 
may be sandy bottoms, muddy bars, rocky reefs, or holes in clay banks. 
Some spawning areas require vegetation on which eggs may be fast-
ened and some spawning areas selected are barren shallows. Not only 
do eggs have certain requirements for incubation but the young fish 
must emerge from the eggs in an environment that affords both food 
and cover protection while they are fingerlings. 
After the fingerling stage is passed living conditions must remain 
stable until the fish reach reproductive age and propagate their kind. 
In short, fish must be able to secure proper food, they must have a 
suitable spawning area in order to reproduce and th-ey must be able to 
adapt themselves to their environment. 
The environment is the aggregate of all conditions that influence 
the life of each individual fish. Such factors are temperature, gaseous 
and mineral content of the water, winds and storms, floods and 
droughts, all other forms of life in water, birds and animals of prey, 
and man. 
The grouping of the general environmental factors that affect fish 
life in Iowa creates a trout stream section in northeast Iowa, small-
mouthed black bass streams in central and eastern Iowa, pike-perch 
lakes, bass, crappie, bluegill and bullhead lakes-all areas with different 
problems, all sections requiring individual treatment. 
The food and spawning habits of fish and their rate of growth, 
coupled with their abundance in their particular locality dictate the 
rules for the fish crop take. As an illustration, the legal length estab· 
lished by the Conservation Commission as a minimum for fish to be 
taken is about the length fish reach in their third year giving an op-
portunity for natural productivity. This length is also about the mini-
mum desirable for table use. 
When some fish reach a large size their fecundity becomes lessened. 
For this reason large fish are removed from some areas to assist in 
keeping a balance between numbers of fish and amount of available 
food. 
The seasons for taking fish are designated at dates that will per-
mit fish to spawn before being taken. The daily limit is based on the 
population of fish and the number necessary for a reasonable creel. The 
method for taking fish considers the type of injury to fish that escape 
after being hooked, and tackle necessary for taking particular fish. The 
places where fish may be taken are designated so that fish will not be 
taken from spawning areas or at places of low fish population. 
Although regulations are a necessary part of fish management it 
is obvious that regulations will not in themselves manage fish, since 
many other factors play an important role in fish management. 
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'LIST OF NATIVE FISHES KNOWN FROM IOWA 
COMMON NAME 
Western Silver Lamprey 
American Brook Lamprey 
Paddlefish 
Rock Sturgeon 
Shovel-nosed Sturgeon 
White Sturgeon 
Short -nosed Gar 
Long-nosed Gar 
Dogfi sh 
Mooneye 
Goldeye 
Skipjack 
Ohio Shad 
Gizzard Shad 
Brock Trout 
Big-mouthed Bu ffalo 
Black Buffalo 
Small-mouthed Buffalo 
Quillback 
River Carpsucker 
Blunt-nosed Carpsucker 
Blue Sucker 
Common Sucker 
~~~b 1c;l~ker 
~l~~kedM~~;fer 
Golden Mullet 
Silver Mullet 
Northern Redhorse 
River Redhorse 
Lake Chub 
Horny-he"aded Chub 
Plains Flat-headed Chub 
Spotted Chub 
Silver Chub 
Northern Longnose Chub 
Sickle-finned Chub 
Black-nosed Dace 
Long-nosed Dace 
Northern Creek Chub 
Southern Red-bellied Dace 
Northern Common Shiner 
Northern Red-finned Shiner 
Emerald Shiner 
Rosy Shiner 
River Shiner 
Northern Spot-tailed Shiner 
Northern Weed Shiner 
Big-eyed Shiner 
Black-chinner Shiner 
Northern Steel-colored Shiner 
Plains Red Shiner 
Central Big-mouthed Shiner 
Cent-ral Sand Shiner 
Plains Sand Shiner 
Northern Sand Shiner 
Mimic Shiner ..:rt· 
Channel Shiner 
Ghost Shiner 
Topeka Shiner 
Black-nosed Shiner 
SCIENTIFIC NAME 
I chthyo·»t)'ZOn castaneotts Girard 
E ntosphenus CJPPendix (DeKay) 
Polyodon spathula (Walbaum) 
A cipenser fulvesc ens Rafinesque 
S caphirhytochus platorhynchus (Rafinesque) 
Parasca.phirhynchus albus Forbes and 
Richard son 
L episoste1ts pJatostom1u Rafin esque 
L episos teu..s osse1u ( Linnae us) 
A mia calva Linnaeus 
H iodon t er g 1'.lus LeSueur 
Amphiodon alosoides Rafinesque 
~~;~~~~~}':,~~~~,1t~~~/::~n Rafin esque 
Dorosoma cepedianum (LeSueur) 
S alvelinus fontinalis (Mitcbill) 
M egastoma.t obus cyprinella ( Cuvier and 
V a lencienne;) 
I ctiobus 1tiger (Rafinesque) 
I ctiobus bubal11s (Rafinesque) 
Ca·rpiodes cyprinus (Le Sueur) 
Ca.·piodes carpio (Rafinesque) 
C arpiodes velifer (Rafinesque) 
Cycleptus elongatus (LeSueur) 
Catost01nus commersonnii commersonnii 
Lacepede 
H y pcntcliu m w:gricatts (LeSueur) 
E rimyzon sp. 
M inytrema melanops (Rafinesque) 
Moxostoma duqucm ii (LeSueur) 
M oxos toma erythr1t1"Utn Rafinesque 
j\f o:r:ostoma anisurum Rafinesque 
Mo.:rostoma aureolum (LeSueur) 
Placopharynx carinatus Cope 
C oucsw.s plumbeus (Agassiz) 
Nocomis biguttatus (Kirtland) 
Plat )•gobio gracilis communis (Girard) 
Erimysfax dissimilis (Kirtland) 
H ybopsis storerianus (Kirtland) 
E xtrarius aestivalis hyostomus (Gilbert) 
Macrhybopsis meeki (Jordan and Evermann) 
Rhin-ichtJtys atr01~asns m.eleagr:is A gassiz 
Rhiniclzthys cataractae (Cuvier and 
Valenciennes) 
S em otilus atron1.ac1tlatus atromaC1t.la.tus (Mitchill) 
C hrosomus erj• throgaster Rafinesque 
N otropis cornutus fronta lis (Agassiz) 
N otropis umbrat;Lis cyan ocephalus (Copeland) 
N ott·opis ather1:noides Rafinesque 
Notropis mbellus (A~assiz) 
No tropis ble11nius (Girard) 
Notropis hudsmtitu hudsonius (Clinton) 
N otropis 111-t.x ,-icltardsotri Hubbs and Greene 
Notropis boops Gilbert 
N otropis heterodon (Cope) 
N otropis whipplii spilopterus (Cope) 
Notropis lut1·ensis lutrensis (Baird and Girard) 
Notropis dorsalis dorsalis (Agassiz) 
N otropis deliciosus deliciosus (Cope) 
N otropis deliciosus tnissuriensis (Cope) 
N otropis de ticiosus stramineus (Cope) 
N otropis volucellus v olucellus (Cope) 
Notropis v olucellus wickliffi Trautman 
Notropis voluccllus buca.nani Meek 
Notropis topeka Gilbert 
N otropis het erolepis heterolepis Eigenmann 
and Eigenmann 
Pug-nosed Shiner Notropis anoge11us Forbes 
Sucker-mouthed Minnow Phenocobius mirabilis (Girard) 
Western Golden Shiner N otem igonus cr:lsoleucas auratus (Rafinesque) 
Ozark Minnow Dionda nubila (Forbes) 
'Dr . Carl L. Hubbs has modernized the sequence of species , corrected the Potter 
and )ones list, and made a number of additions from his own original work. The 
author found N otroPis umbratilis c)•attocepha111s in Franklin County in 1935. Formerly 
on the hypothetical list lor Iowa. 
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Brassy Minnow 
Mississ ippi Silver Minnow 
Bullhead Minnow 
Blunt-nosed Minnow 
Northern Fathead Minnow 
Mississ ippi Stoneroller Minnow 
Channe l Catfish 
Blue Catfish 
Northern Black Bullhead 
Northe rn Brown Bullhead 
Northern Yellow Bullhead 
Shovel-headed Catfish 
Stone Cat 
Tadpole Madtom 
Slender Madtom 
Brindled Madtom 
Western Mud Minnow 
Western Mud Pickerel 
Northern Pike 
Tiger Muscalonge 
American Ee l 
Menona Banded Killlfiab 
Plains Topminnow 
Black-striped Topminnow 
Starheaded Topminnow 
Brook Silverside 
Trout-perch 
White Bass 
Yellow Bass 
Yellow Perch 
Sauger 
Yellow Pike-perch 
Gilt Darter 
Black-sided Darter 
Longheaded Darter 
Northern Log Perch 
Channel Darter 
Sand Darter 
Crystal Darter 
Western Johnny Darter 
Northern Banded Darter 
Rainbow Darter 
~~'dlf)~tr%~ated Darter 
Iowa Darter 
Striped Fan-tailed Darter 
Least Darter 
Northern Green-sided Darter 
Small-mouthed Bass 
Large-mouthed Bass 
Warmouth Bass. 
Green Sunfish 
Orange-spotted Sunfish 
Bluegill 
Northern Long-eared Sunfish 
Southern Sunfish 
Pumpkinseed 
Rock Base 
Black C!"OPpie 
White Crappie 
Brook Stickleback 
Sheepshead 
Northern Muddler 
Slimy Muddler 
American Burbot 
Hybognathus hanldtssotoi Hubba 
H y bognathus nucha/is Agassiz 
H ypargyrus velox (Girard) 
H~borhynchu.r n otatws (Rafinesque) 
P1mephales promelas promeltu Rafinesque 
Campostoma anomalum pullum Agassiz 
I ctalurus punctatus (Rafinesque) 
I ctalurus furcatus (Cuvier and ValenciennesJ 
Ameiurus m e/as me/as (Rafinesque) 
Ameiurus nebulosus n ebuloSI<S (LeSueur) 
Ameiurus natalis natalis (Le Sueur) 
Pilodictis olivaris (Rafinesque) 
Noturus fla.vu.r Rafinesque 
S chilbeodes gyritous (Mitchill) 
Schilbeodu ezilis (Nelson) 
S chilbeodes miunu (Jordon) (Doubtful) 
Umbra. limi (Kirtland) 
Esoz v ermiculatus Le Sueur 
E soz lucius Linnaeua 
Eso:r ma.squinongy immaculattU Garrard 
At~guilla bostonieruis (Le Sueur) 
Fundulus dia.plcanus m enona Jordan and 
Copeland 
Fundulws sciadictU Cope 
Fundulus notatus (Rafinesque) 
Fundulus dispar (Agassiz) 
l.<Jbidesthes sicculus (Cope) 
Percopsis omisccmaycus (Walbaum) 
Lepibema chrysops (Rafinesque) 
Moror&e itoterrupttJ Gill 
P erc" flavescens '(Mitcbill) 
Stizostedion CtJnadeKSe cat~adetou (Smith) 
Stizostedion vitreum (Mitcbill) 
H adropterus evides (Jordan and Copeland) 
Hadropterus maculattU (Girard) 
Hadroptcrus phozocephalus (Nelson) 
PercintJ caProdes semifasciattJ (DeKay) 
ImoJtoma shumardi (Girard) 
Ammocryf?la pellucida (Baird) 
Crystallarsa a.sprella (Jordan) 
Boleosoma nigrum nigrum (Rafineeque) 
Poecilichthys s:onali.r zonalis Cope 
Poecilichthys coeruleus Storer 
Poecilichthys sf>ectabili.r sf>ectabilis Agapia 
Poecilichthys jessiae (Jordan and Brayton) 
Poecilichthys exilis (Girard) 
Catotootus flabellari.r lineolatus Agaaaiz 
Microperca punctulata Putnam 
EtheostomtJ blen11ioides blentoioides Rafineaque 
Micropterws dolomieu Lacepede 
At>lites salmoides (Rafinesque) 
ChacnobrytttU gulosus (Cuvier and 
Valenciennes) 
Apomotis cyanellws (Rafinesque) 
A lloti• humiJi.r (Girard) 
Heliopcrcm macrochirm (Rafinesque) 
Xenolil megalotu ~elta.stes (Cope) 
Evpomoti.r microlophus (Gunther) 
Eupomotis gibbo.nu (Linnaeus) 
Ambloplites rttpestris (Rafinesque) 
Pomoxis sparosdes (Lacepede) 
Pomoxis antoularis (Rafinesque) 
Eucalia itocOt<staKS (Agassiz) 
Aplodinotlts grunniens R afinesqoe 
Cottws bairdii bairdii Girard 
Coitus cogtoatus Richardson 
Lola ma.culosa (Le Sueur) 
In addition to this number of fish, there are 31 other apeclea that may be found 
Iowa. 
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